A combustion flame can be generated by locating the air jet supply inside the fuel jet supply. This flame is referred as an inverse diffusion flame. The size and structure of inverse diffusion flame were studied experimentally. The experiment was conducted for LPG and Hydrogen fuels. The inlet fuel and air flow rates are supplied at high level of fuel excess for its combustion reaction. These two fuels generated the flame shape having two parts. At lower part, the flame is wider and serves as a base of the flame. The upper part is longer and acts as a flame tower. The base flame was a weak flame resulted by a rich fuel-air mixture. The tower flame is formed by mixing between the entrained fuel and the air. The flame length decreases with the increase on the momentum ration between fuel and air. The flame height correlates to the fuel and air Reynold number ratio, Re fu /Re a . The development of the flame shapes from continues to strong base-tower flame shape is mapped by air and fuel inlet momentum rate. Very low fuel and air momentum rates result laminar flame and continuous shapes. The turbulent flames having base-tower shape are formed at high air momentum rate. The oxygen profiles shows that the oxygen concentration decays from the burner tip, vanishes at some distance from the burner tip and increase again after this distance. The hydrogen is completely consumed before the flame tip is reached
INTRODUCTION
The flames from burners for the diffusion flame type are generated by supplying The inverse diffusion flame get less attention to be applied in industrial burners than the normal one. A cluster of inverse diffusion flame was applied for an industrial burner by Fleck (1998) . Their test results were reported to emit very low NO x emission (below 20 ppm at 3% O 2 for natural gas fuel). The phenomena link to the existence of strong-jet/weak-jet problem (Grandmaison at al. 1998 ).
Structure of NO x concentration and temperature in an inverse diffusion flame was studied experimentally by Partridge at al. (1999) for ethane fuel. At near field region, peak zones for both NO x and temperature locate at r/R=1/3 to 2/3. The NO x concentration corresponds to the temperature. Further to downstream, the structures arrive on fully developed behavior.
Other interests in the study of inverse diffusion flame were soot and carbon monoxide structures. The soot from this type of flame was found to be stickier and more viscous, Arthur et al. (1958) . Similar studies on the soot formation were reported by authors of Makel and Kennedy (1994) and Kang et al. (1997) . Carbon monoxide was formed in the fuel side and diffuses away from the reaction zone radially into the surrounding fuel stream, Sidebotham and Glassman (1992 ) .
It is well known that the inverse diffusion flame has a stability problem. This is one of the reasons for the applicability of the inverse diffusion flame. The map of the flame stability was investigated by Wu and Essenhigh (1985) for the methane fuel 
The axial 
The flame length z = L f is obtained from Eq. (5) for r = 0.
For a very specific case of an ordinary laminar diffusion, the analytical solution for
Eqs. (1), (2) and (4) by Burke-Schumann, Kuo (2005) , contructs a theoritical flame shape.
When Burke-Schumann approach is applied for inverse flame diffusion, the boundary conditions will be definitely different. The solution,of course, will be different.
Since, the inverse diffusion flames got less attention, no basic theory so far on this flame is maturely developed. For that reason, the comprehensive experimental investigations on the inverse flame diffusion are very much required.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The inverse flame diffusion is generated 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The observed flame shape of the inverse flame diffusion for LPG fuel is sketched by 
The above correlation is well fitted to the experimental data as shown in Figure 6 . 
